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With the intensification of China's aging phenomenon, ten years of intensive
introduction of pension policies, pension construction is also a lot of construction. For
functional space design research building for the aged are more concentrated in the
different models and specifications of pension pension facilities, residential buildings,
the transitional space often over the area. As a kind of architectural space type, what is
the important material composition of the ontology of transition space? Its elements,
forms, sequences, materials from the overall architecture and at the same time, how to
have a significant impact on the overall situation of the pension building? It is also
inside and outside the fuzzy nature of the flow of infiltration and harmony makes him
unique temperament, the nature of the variable and difficult to ponder.
In this paper, the transitional space endowment building as the research object,
the ethical responsibility around the needs of the elderly and the designers, design
specific design methods of architectural ethics in three directions and the performance;
from the architectural ethics research on the essence of architecture and culture of
ethical practices, existing elements, dismantling the building to make the transition
space endowment classification and in accordance with the ethics level re induction
assembly, summarizes its characteristics and connotation; to propose strategies for
reference on the current pension transition space building design.
The thesis is divided into three parts:
The second part is the second chapter, combing the basic theory and research
object, summarizing the applicability and research methods of theory and object. And
a brief analysis of the transitional space in the current situation of the pension
building.
The third part is the third and the four or five chapter. With the construction from
the perspective of ethics concept ontology construction based on the relationship
respectively from worldly existence, human and architecture and modern diversified













pension building. Finally, the paper summarizes the design strategy of transitional
space in the corresponding direction.
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